
 

Seminar announcement 
 

Career Insights Online –  

 

for Postdocs and young scientists enrolled in doctoral programmes at the 

Marine Graduate Schools in Bremen, Bremerhaven, and Oldenburg 

 

with:  Dr. Paula Senff & Dr. Stephanie Helber  
Stephanie and Paula met while working on their PhD thesis at the Leibniz Centre 
for Tropical Marine Research (ZMT), for which they both did research in Zanzibar. 
Together they have now published "The Heroes of the Underwater Forest", a 
children's book that aims to inform and inspire about seagrass meadows and to 
preserve this ecosystem. 

Dr. Julia Schnetzer 
After her PhD in 2015, Julia started her career as scientific coordinator of the 
international exhibition on “Ocean Plastics Lab”. As science communicator of 
“Plötzlich Wissen!” and author of “Wenn Haie leuchten” she introduces the 
marine environment to the public. 

Date & Time: June 24th, 2022 at 14:00 - 15:30  

Format: online meeting via Cisco Webex Meetings or Zoom 

Language:  English 

Participants: maximum of 40 

Target group:  Early career scientists who are interested in broadening their  
horizon and getting new ideas for their own future career development. 

Registration:   Register under this link until June 22. You will receive the zoom-link one 
day before the event.  

 
The seminar format "Career Insights Online" aims at introducing different job perspectives for marine 
and climate scientists in the widest sense and offers the possibility to get in touch with former members 
of the Marine Graduate Schools in Oldenburg, Bremen and Bremerhaven. It focusses on career paths 
outside of academia and will give insights into job fields in, e. g. industry, (public) administration, 
consulting, and journalism. Speakers are asked to talk about their current position, the interdisciplinary 
skills they achieved during their doctorate, the career steps they took, as well as about work-family-life-
balance. After a short presentation, participants will have the opportunity to ask questions to the speaker.  

      Find out about 
career paths of marine & 

 climate scientists! 
    What is their current job like?  

         How did they get it?  
      Which skills do they need? 

https://forms.leibniz-zmt.de/Wordpress/?page_id=593

